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Tejon Ranch: It’s a hotspot for big,
wild boars in Southern California
By JIM MATTHEWS
significant enough to hunt
CHH Editor
into the future. It also went
The Tejon Ranch is
to boars-only hunting for
a 270,000-acre chunk of
all its guided hunts and
property that likely has as
gave members an incentive
many or more wild hogs
to shoot only boars. He susthan any similar-sized
pects the ranch will have to
piece of ground in the state.
ramp up its hog harvest this
To say, it has great hog
coming fall and winter to
hunting is an understatetry to keep the numbers in
ment: It is hog hunting
check for available habitat.
Nirvana, and decent to
Almost ironically,
good spring rains the past
there were no wild hogs
three years have helped the
on the Tejon Ranch until
hog population grow again
1990. That was the year of
after it was suppressed by a
the 10,000-acre-plus Tejon
decade of drought.
Fire around Tehachapi.
“We’re really seeing a
There was a game-fenced
Matthews with a pair of young boars shot on the Tejon Ranch while hunting ranch inside the
bounce back in hog num- Jim
hunting with a then-new .270 Winchester Short Magnum in a Model 70.
bers,” said Mike Campeau,
fire area. While battling the
Tejon Ranch Company senior vice-president in charge of the blaze, fire crews bulldozed through a game-proof fence allowgame management and hunting program. “There are large ing what was estimated to be about a dozen hogs to escape
numbers in the 100-pound range this summer.”
the enclosure and head south – right onto the Tejon.
Campeau said that long-term drought reduced the producWithin eight years, the herd was estimated to have grown
tion of hogs on the ranch and its overall numbers for a few to 1,000 animals on the north side of the ranch, mostly reyears. Sows went from having two to three litters with an stricted to the Tejon Canyon area. By 2001, the number had
average of eight to 10 piglets per year to having just one litter been revised to 3,000, and hogs had spread all over the massive
of two or three piglets during the drought. Survival rates of property. They were being seen in the desert canyons on the
those young pigs also dropped. Hunting pressure was reduced Antelope Valley side of the property, all along the Interstate
when the total number of hogs on the Tejon dropped to very 5 corridor, and south to Highway 138. The population was
low levels, according to Campeau.
exploding, aided by a couple of wet El Niño winters during
“If you get down to a such a critically low number, it is the same time frame. By then the Tejon had ramped up its
harder for the population to recover,” said Campeau. The ranch hunting program for wild hogs, but the population continued
backed off on hunter harvest during the peak of the drought to grow.
to make sure the popular hunting program had a population
(Continued on Page 4, see Tejon Ranch....)
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What talking to veteran guides reveals
It dawned on me that I took more shots at game on dove
opener to get my limit than I have in the last 25 years of big
game hunting. I shot 63 times. Now, I know that is not great
shooting. I have never claimed to be a great wingshooter, and
I have never been much of a guy to shoot sporting clays or
other clay target games and get better. It takes practice to get
good at any shooting activity.
Most veteran big game guides will tell you all of us are
pretty dismal field shooters for the same reason I’m a mediocre
shotgun shooter. We don’t practice. A lot of us don’t even spend
a lot of time at the range to get our rifles sighted in correctly
and become intimately familiar with our guns. There are two
stories in this issue of the newsletter that deal with problems
directly related to familiarity and practice with our firearms:
accidental discharges and recoil-induced poor shooting. The
stories talk about how to combat those problems.
In hundreds of discussions with different guides over the
past four-plus decades of working in this sport, I can sum up
guides’ valid complaints: 1) Most hunters don’t know how to
quickly get into field shooting positions and shoot accurately
from those positions — or we do stupid things like shooting
offhand, when we’re standing next to a tree we could lean and
brace against to have a more steady shot. 2) Many hunters are
unfamiliar with their firearms and how to handle them. Some
guns aren’t even sighted in correctly. 3) Too many of us are
out of shape and not prepared for the physical demands of
hunting.

Those are the big three. Lack of shooting skills is the most
disconcerting for hog guides.
I’m a far better rifle shooter than shotgunner because of
practice. I was paid a compliment by a young guide on my
last hog hunting trip when he said he was impressed by how
quickly I sprang into action and how well I shot when a group
of pigs broke out of a canyon below us. I dropped into a sitting position and put two shots into the flat-out running pig,
tumbling him in a matter of seconds.
The guide told me most of his clients would not have even
got off a shot before the pigs disappeared into the heavy oak
brush, and those that did would have shot offhand and likely
missed. Or worse.
Over the years, I have shot my rifles far more than my
shotguns. I like tinkering with new loads at the range. I like
to shoot ground squirrels. Back when there were seemingly
millions of them on the Mojave, I used to shoot scores of running jackrabbits with my rifles. I probably still shoot a couple
of hundred rounds of rifle ammunition every year, a lot of it
in the field practicing and plinking.
If there is one bit of advice I feel qualified to give other
hunters, it is to shoot your pig rifle
a lot. Shoot it in the field from
all types of positions, even if
you are just cracking rocks in
the desert. It will make you a
better field shooter.
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Tejon Ranch....
(Continue from Page 1)
Since the Tejon Ranch covers most of the hog range in
Kern County, the Department of Fish and Wildlife’s hog tag
reporting numbers track the harvest – and population growth
– over the years. By the 1996-97 season, with the Tejon ramping up its hunting program for the hogs, there were 89 wild
hogs reported taken in Kern County. In just six short years,
the reported harvest in Kern County was 987 wild hogs for
2002-03. That is still the highest ever reported in the county.
Today, Campeau said the number taken off the ranch has been
in the mid-300s each of the last couple of years.
Today, the ranch has three wild hog hunting options available to hunters: 1) Fully-guided hunts from winter through
spring, 2) memberships where hunters hunt on their own during a Sept. 1 to end of January season, and 3) managed group
hunts where hunters stay at one of the Tejon’s lodges, have
meals provided, are advised and mentored by ranch staff, and
get to hunt hogs on their own.
The guided hog hunts cost $1,800 per person for a threeday hunt with a minimum of two hunters per guide. For a oneon-one hunt (one hunter to one guide), the cost is $2,000. The
fee includes meals and overnight lodging in one the ranch’s
lodges. These hunts generally only take place in the winter
and spring. The hunt is for a single wild boar.
The Fall Individual Membership was $4,500 for the 202223 season for a single hunter. It allows for the harvest of a
total of four wild boars. If a sow is taken, it counts for two of
the four pig tags. This membership also allows for fishing in
the ranch ponds and varmint hunting. These memberships are
for either the north or south halves of the ranch, and include
hunting privileges at the High Desert Hunt Club for upland
birds.
The Managed Group Hunts cost $4,000 to $9,000, and
they are for two to eight hunters for a three-day period. The
ranch provides one of its lodges, ranch staff to prepare food
for the group, and explain ranch rules and offer assistance (not
guiding). Hunters pursue wild hogs on their own and provide
their own field care.
Besides wild hogs, the Tejon offers guided hunting for the
California mule deer and Rocky Mountain elk on the property.
Currently, the ranch is only harvesting 40 to 50 deer per year.
The ranch has also been harvesting 15 Rocky Mountain elk
per year, five to seven trophy bulls, five to seven management
bulls, and three cows. The ranch is well-known for producing
bulls that score in excess of 390 inches and a number of bulls
exceeding 400 inches on the Boone and Crockett scoring
system are taken most years. These are free-range elk with no
high fences on the ranch, so these bulls qualify for the Boone
& Crockett record book.
Headquartered in Lebec at the top of the Interstate 5
Grapevine route, the Tejon Ranch is less than two hour’s
drive for most hunters in the greater Los Angeles/Orange

Jim Matthews with a young meat boar he took on the Tejon Ranch.
He plucked the pig out of a herd of about 15 animals right at dusk.

county region. The well-managed hunting program has made
it popular with sportsmen throughout the region, especially
those who have struggled to even find game on public lands
in the region. Driving through the gates onto Tejon property is
like stepping back in time 100 years, and you start seeing wild
game immediately. The pristine ranch is a haven for wildlife.
For more hunting information, go to the ranch’s hunting
website at hunt.tejonranch.com.

Reminesce
FIFTY YEARS ON THE TEJON

Hunting heritage continues to live
in the Tejon’s wildlife-rich habitat
For over 50 years, my family has been wandering the ancient hillsides of the Tejon Ranch. My hunting mentor Miles
“Spike” Harris and his life-long hunting buddy Ray Babb had
a hunting membership lease for Area 2 on the ranch’s south
side for many years. As a teenager I shot my first buck on this
ranch under their watchful eye.
Three decades later, I held that same lease for several
seasons while my boys were teenagers, and they both shot
their first big game on the property — both shooting wild hogs.
(Continued on Page 5, See Tejon Ranch....)
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But they also learned how to move through the woods with
firearms, take and shoot from field positions, and stalk game
in the years we were there, mostly hunting ground squirrels,
quail, and doves on the lease.
For us, it was heaven on earth. It was a place to leave
the 21st Century behind and see how a historic cattle ranch
functioned. We kept spring water plumbed to an historic and
rustic cabin, and made sure stock tanks held water for cattle
and wildlife, clearing lines and digging out spring boxes. We
managed to keep a cranky old generator running so we had
something other than gas lanterns and firelight. And we hunted.
To the best of my memory, I have taken six deer and at
least 12 wild hogs on the property. The first deer was taken
about 1970. My wife shot her first deer on the ranch not long
after we were married 38 years ago.
I shot my first wild hog on the ranch in 1998, hunting with
recently deceased and beloved guide Darrell Francis. There
was a line of five boars moving across the hillside opposite
our perch, and he pointed out the biggest, toothy boar as the
second in the lineup. I told him I was going to shoot the smaller
meat boar at the back of the line. His face lit up with his broad
smile and nodded. Shooting the better-tasting meat pig made
sense to Darrell, and we were fast friends from then on.
Francis was guiding on the ranch well into his late 70s, and
everyone has Darrell Francis stories. Today’s tenured guide
at the Tejon, Cody Plank, just out of his teens when I first
met him on the ranch, was introduced to me by Darrell. The
young man was always a favorite of Darrell’s, and Plank has
become one of the most competent, personable, and effective
guides in the West. Ask Cody for a few Francis stories when
you go — he has plenty.
During the early 2000s, when I was guns and hunting
editor for sadly-defunct Western Outdoors magazine, I was
on a number of “industry” hunts with major firearms and
ammunition companies where we were tasked with testing the latest and greatest guns and cartridges on wild hogs
and ground squirrels. This was when the Tejon’s wild hog
population was literally exploding and we often saw over 100
pigs in a morning or evening of hunting. But mostly, it gave
me an opportunity to drive and hike around in amazing oak
grassland country. And then there were the lease years when I
spent nearly every weekend on the ranch at our “cabin in the
woods.”
Wildlife abounds on the Tejon Ranch, and most of the
property will never be developed, protected with a conservation easement which will allow for the continuance of its hunting program in perpetuity. It is still a stronghold for California
condors, and seeing the endangered birds is common. The
ranch was the last stronghold for grizzly bears before the last
one was killed in the region, not far from today’s ranch headquarters. There are still black bears in its hills, and pronghorn
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antelope once again dot its desert canyons and hillsides in the
Antelope Valley. Early in the morning and late in the evening
you will see coyotes, gray fox, bobcats, badger (Tejon, in
Spanish) and maybe even mountain lions.
With the whole family in the truck, we were driving down
the dirt road from our cabin the first year I had the Area 2 lease.
A mother lion and three near-adult cubs dropped into the road
and bounded ahead of us for 100 yards before dropping off
the side of the hill. The truck was silent in awe. Everyone who
has spent time on the Tejon has similar stories.
I have always said that when you go through the locked
gates and onto the ranch, it is like stepping back in time to
early California. For some of us, it feels like home. Hunters
owe themselves at least one trip to the Tejon to see what our
state used to be like and experience truly good hunting.
BY THE NUMBERS

Tejon Ranch hog harvest over
25 years shows ups and downs
While a few hogs are harvested in Kern County on lands
other than the Tejon Ranch, it’s not a significant number. So
this chart of the Kern County harvest is a good indicator of
how the ranch’s wild hog harvest has changed over the years.
You can see how the kill has stabilized in recent years.
Kern County Reported Hog Harvest by Year
Department of Fish and Wildlife Data
Year
Reported Take
2020-21			358
2019-20			391
2018-19			374
2017-18			355
2016-17			476
2015-16			208
2014-15			881
2013-14			461
2012-13			752
2011-12			163
2010-11			591
2009-10			640
2008-09			705
2007-08			806
2006-07			789
2005-06			759
2004-05			446
2003-04			953
2002-03			987
2001-02			863
2000-01			570
1999-00			487
1998-99			319
1997-98			143
1996-97			89
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Jose De Orta (left) and Tim Hovey pose with a big boar taken in a team effort after jumping the pig from his daytime resting lair in a thicket of wild grapes.

An old hunting buddy and a big wild boar

Our late start had us on the property well after sunrise. The
forecast was calling for temperature in the high 80s. While
tolerable for those sitting in the shade sipping a cold one, doing
anything physical outside would be a challenge. I knew that
and so did Jose, but we didn’t care. We each had a pig tag in
our packs and we had the rest of the day to fill them.
After over a decade of friendship, Jose and I have had
plenty of adventures in the outdoors. When I’m out hunting,
I’m usually hunting with him and his son Adrian. They hunt
as hard as I do, and I know when the De Ortas are at my side,
we’ll hunt in any type of terrain, from sunup to sundown.
I drove to the north side of the property where we had
planned to hunt. After five solid years of drought, the terrain
looked bleak. The lush chaparral and oak woodlands were
brown and the hills, covered with dead grass, looked depressing. Swirls of dust wafted across the plains and it seriously
didn’t look at all inviting.
We pulled to a familiar spot, grabbed the rifles and started
the hunt. After hiking the hills and kicking through two pig
beds, we returned to the truck an hour later sweaty and empty
handed. We sat on the tailgate and chugged ice cold water from
the cooler. I had parked in the only shade around and though
the wind was warm, it felt good.

I glanced further north and saw the huge lone oak near the
base of a hill. Behind the oak and halfway up the slope was
the only spot of green around. If you weren’t familiar with
the area, you’d have no idea that a farm pond sat between the
oak and the green patch. That’s where we were headed next.
I drove up slowly and parked below the pond levee. We
looked the area over and decided on a quick plan. The dirt
mound we were hiding behind formed one side of the shallow pond on the left. The massive oak tree sat near the right
bank and provided the only shade around. A narrow strip of
dark earth was very noticeable on the back bank, evidence
of the spring that fed the pond. At the head of the spring and
in stark contrast to the parched, brown terrain was the bright
green stand of wild grape I had seen from over a mile away.
A year earlier, Jose and I had kicked up a large boar from the
green bush and we had nicknamed the spot “the pond,” for obvious reasons. Despite five shots from Jose, that boar escaped.
The plan was simple and familiar. Jose would set up under
the huge oak at the right of the pond and I’d hike around to
the top of the spring and kick through the bed. If pigs were
bedded in the wild grape, hopefully they’d flee toward Jose.
I grabbed my lever action .30-30 and slung it across my
(Continued on Page 8, See Hunting buddies....)
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body so I could have my hands free to make the hike. Jose
grabbed his rifle and a set of shooting sticks and set up in the
shade of the giant oak. He nodded that he was set and I headed
out to kick through the bed.
I circled around to the left of the pond. While I walked,
I spotted two sets of fresh pig prints in the soft mud near the
edge of the water. One set was huge and it looked like he had
been at the pond earlier that day.
It took me about 15 minutes
to get into position. I was about
30 feet from the pig bed and
getting ready to make some
noise. The wind was barely
moving and hitting me right in
the face. I looked through the
binoculars to make sure Jose
was ready. I knew if we kicked
pigs out of the brush, the action could happen quickly. Jose
returned my wave.
I unslung my .30-30 and
checked the action. While I
wanted to push pigs towards
Jose, I also wanted to be prepared for whatever happened.
Standing above the wild grape bush, I could see fresh pig
sign around the edge. I grabbed a few small rocks and tossed
them into the bushes. Nothing moved. The wind swirled and
the smell it carried was pungent and undeniable. The musky
odor of wild pigs hit me right in the face. Before I could do
anything else, the bushes started to shake violently.
A huge boar exploded from a dirt bed deep in the green
shrub. For a few seconds the pig bounced around the thick
vines looking for an escape. I glanced down to Jose and
yelled, “PIG!” The huge boar busted through the vegetation
and headed downhill toward the pond and Jose.
I took two steps to higher ground to watch the action.
Instantly, I saw a problem. The pig was on a dead run and
headed way left of where Jose was positioned. He wasn’t
even aiming his rifle. The weeds around the pond were too
high, and while he could hear the pig busting a path through
the dead vegetation, he couldn’t see the boar. I knew he had
no shot to kill this pig.
I pulled the hammer back on my 30-30 and shouldered it.
I easily found the dark body of the retreating pig in the scope.
Jose was well to my right and safely out of the line of fire.
The crosshairs danced on the boar and I pulled the trigger. A
puff of dust rose from the pig’s dirt-caked rear end. This did
nothing to slow him down.
Keeping the rifle shouldered, I ejected the shell and loaded
a second. The boar was headed straight away from me and
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about 90-yards out. I placed the crosshairs between his ears
and again pulled the trigger. The shot felt perfect and the pig
stiffened up, tumbled, and cart-wheeled to a dusty stop.
Jose quickly made his way to the downed pig. I cleared
my rifle and took a deep breath. Kicking pigs out of their beds
is definitely exciting, and I was happy we finally had meat for
the cooler.
I pushed through the dead grass and followed the pig’s
last steps. I found blood where I first hit him. It wasn’t much
blood, and I knew the injury wasn’t lethal. The second shot
hit the boar right between the shoulder blades, killing him
instantly.
I looked back up to the bedding area and then over toward
the pond. The tall grass made it
hard to see the water. The dead
vegetation surrounding Jose’s
set up spot made it impossible
for him to see the escaping pig.
We dragged the large boar
into the shade of the large oak
and got things ready to part it
out. The pig was a fighter, displaying deep scars on his back
and a split ear. He had lengthy
cutters and one of them was
chipped and jagged. Once boars
reach their second year and start
fighting other boars, they usually become solitary, bedding up alone.
After I tagged the pig, we laid out a tarp and began parting
out the boar. I pulled the truck close, and with the exception
of dragging the large pig 40 feet into the shade of the oak, the
field dressing and meat handling were very easy.
We packed the coolers full of wild pork and stowed the
gear. With the temperature closing in on 90 degrees, we decided to call it a day. Back at our pick up spot, we split up the
meat and as always, and talked about when we could get out
again.
To me hunting is all about my hunting companions. I pay
very little attention to filling tags or taking limits. When I think
of trips past, I remember good times, camaraderie, and great
friends. I seriously doubt I would ever run the hills looking
for pigs without my friend Jose.
Hunting wild pigs in California is challenging and exciting. Seeking out bedding areas near watering holes when the
weather heats up is a great place to start. If you decide to kick
through their beds, be prepared for fast action and stay safe.
Lone boars are alone for a reason and I never approach a pig
bed without a loaded firearm and an escape plan.
The meat is lean and can be prepared a variety of ways.
Above all, make sure you head out with good friends. I remember this particular trip for a number of reasons. However,
the most vivid memory of this exciting pig hunt will always
be having my good friend Jose there with me.
— Tim E. Hovey

“To me hunting is all about
my hunting companions. I pay
very little attention to filling
tags or taking limits. When I
think of trips past, I remember
good times, camaraderie, and
great friends.”

Guide Advice					
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Accidential discharges and hunting safety
How did that happen?
An accidental discharge is one of a guide’s biggest fears.
It changes the whole complexion of hunt. Is anyone bleeding
or dead from a large wound created by a round meant for a
big game animal? It is just terrifying.
Sure, all my hunters have completed a hunter safety course
before they can purchase a hunting license. So, they all know
about gun safety and are expert in the handling of the firearm
they are using on the hunt, right?
Wrong!
I have worked as a guide for close to 30 years. In that time,
I have witnessed 16 accidental discharges. Each of those could
have ended up with the death of one of my hunters or, as my
wife points out, me.
I have been fortunate or just damn lucky none of my hunters have been hit by the rounds accidentally fired. Because
we hunt in remote areas, none of the rounds fired into the air
came down in a community with children playing in the yard
or mothers pushing their babies. You get the idea.
Early on I used to give hunters some credit for having skills
and a working knowledge of firearms use and gun safety, but
not anymore. Too many hunters don’t have the basic skills
most guides and veteran hunters believe are essential.
Long ago, after that first accidental discharge, I told myself, “Learn from this so it will never happen again.”
Obviously, I am still learning because I had an AD again
recently. My wife has said, “You are working with idiots.”
That might be a bit harsh, but I will say too many hunters,
even so-called veterans, are unskilled or can be careless.
How they happen:
— Just Pulling The Trigger: About a third of the ADs
were from hunters who pulled the trigger to see if the safety
was on. If these hunters were familiar with the function and
action of their firearm, they would know the position of a
safety when set for “safe” and “fire.” No one with any hunting
experience should pull the trigger to check the safety, even if
the barrel is pointed in a safe direction.
— Triggers That Are Too Light: Several other ADs have
been because “expert” hunters had their triggers modified to
have a very light pull. They somehow believed the trigger
had to go off when you breath on it. One- or two-pound light
triggers can make a gun unsafe, especially when you add in
the excitement of the hunt and questionable gunsmithing.
With a very light trigger, some guns can go off when the
butt of the stock it set on the ground, sometimes even if the
safety is on. You don’t need a light trigger for hog hunting.
— Not Using The Safety: I believe some hunters think
they will save time by not having to switch off the safety when
that once-in-a-lifetime shot arrives. Most experienced hunters
know they will have plenty of time to set up for a shot. If you
don’t, there will be a next time when you will.
Most of these hunters have had an experience when they

forgot to remove the safety and yank on the trigger before
they figure out the safety is on. If you think you will be faster
without the safety on, you’re wrong. You are just unfamiliar
with your firearm and a danger to all who hunt with you.
— “Unloaded” Guns That Weren’t: Unloaded guns
have caused too many ADs. If you have a firearm with a
stainless-steel action and magazine components, and you are
using ammo with a stainless case, the gun may look empty at
first glance. However, when you close the bolt and then pull
the trigger you just might blow a hole in the roof. Or worse.
This has happened at least three times on my trips.
Never trust someone’s word that a gun is empty. Always.
Always check it for yourself.
Never ever get into or on any mode of transportation with
a loaded gun. Never. Period. Too many rounds have been fired
through floorboards, windows, roofs, transmissions and feet
because some hunter was in a hurry and jumped into a vehicle
with a loaded shooter. It takes just a few seconds to remove
the round from the chamber.
Most experienced guides have their hunters put a few
rounds down range before the hunt. This not only makes sure
the guns are sighted in with the ammunition they are using
for the hunt, but it exposes many hunters’ lack of skills. It is
surprising how many of my clients have poor shooting skills
and don’t know their own firearms.
Is the safety on or off? It’s your gun. You should know by
feel without even looking at the safety.
How many rounds does it hold? I had one hunter that insisted his Winchester only held one round at a time. After all
he had owned the gun for five years. He was shocked when I
placed several rounds in the gun at the range.
Two rules I follow with my hunters these days:
— Keep the bolt open until it’s time to shoot. When
the bolt is open the rifle can’t go off by accident. It should be
second nature for all hunters to open the bolt or action before
getting into a vehicle, entering the cabin, or when in camp.
— Never load a round into the chamber until you are
ready to shoot. Walking around with any loaded firearm is
asking for trouble. One hunter had his gun on his shoulder
with a sling when he pulled up on the sling to adjust the way
the gun was riding, the corner of his vest went into the trigger guard. The safety was off and the rifle went off with the
muzzle inches from the side of his head and ear. It was scary
and probably caused permanent hearing loss.
An open action allows everyone around you to know the
firearm is safe. Not putting one in the tube until you are ready
to shoot is a further step that assures safety in the field.
Are these two steps a little redundant? Absolutely. I’ll
take redundancy when it comes to being safe. Not being able
to watch my hunters constantly, I have been lucky 16 times.
You might not be so lucky or get a second chance.
— Ron Gayer
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Bill on wild pig hunting passes state
legislature after major amendments
After some major amendments, a bill touted as controlling the state’s “destructive, non-native wild pig
population” passed both the state House and Senate
with unanimous votes in late August, but it had not
been signed by Governor Gavin Newsom as of midSeptember.
In actuality, the bill has little impact on how hogs are managed in the state. It’s major change is to reclassify wild hogs
from a game animal to an exotic animal within the Fish and
Game Code. It would also make a wild hog “authorization”
(the new name for a pig tag) valid for an unlimited number
of hogs.
Under Senate Bill 856, authored by Senator Bill Dodd
(D-Napa), the bill will change the pig tag, valid for a single
hog per tag currently, to a $25 yearly resident validation (or
a $90 yearly non-resident validation), allowing for unlimited
wild pig kills starting in 2024.
The most onerous provision in the original bill was to
allow wild hogs to be killed and left in the field. This provision was eliminated from the bill before passage. This was
originally the reason pigs were removed from the list of game
animals, so farmers and ranchers with pig depredation problems could simply kill the problem hogs and not have to deal
with salvaging the meat or be prosecuted under the state Fish
and Game Codes wanton waste statutes. While the ability to
waste the hogs was removed from the bill, the status as a game
animal was changed, which serves no purpose now.
The provisions of the original bill would also have shut
down high-fence, released pig hunting operations. While an
exclusion for existing operations was carved out in the final
bill, no new high fence hunting operations will be allowed
and existing operations are now unable to sell or transfer their
operations to others. This effectively will eliminate all highfence hog hunting operations in the state over time.
As passed, SB 856 will make it illegal to import hogs
into the state unless it is for slaughter or they have been given
permission from the California Department of Food and Agriculture.
Most hunting groups opposed to the bill in its original
form, but only Safari Club maintained its opposition to the
bill after the amendments and revisions.
The group said that the only thing the bill did was reduce
the cost to hunt hogs for those hunters who purchased two or
more tags per year, something only about 10 percent of hunters
do.
Under the guise of helping landowners with depredation
issues by allowing for unlimited pig harvest, this program
was already in place under the depredation permit program
run by the Department of Fish and Wildlife. All it takes for a
landowner to get a permit is a phone call, and authorizations

are given over the phone for the landowners to shoot as many
pigs as necessary without the new unlimited validations.
But that didn’t stop the bill’s author from grandstanding.
“I appreciate my fellow lawmakers for bringing us a
step closer to controlling this destructive, non-native wild
pig population, which is exploding across California,” said
Dodd. “They are endangering sensitive habitats, farms, and
other animals. By increasing opportunities to hunt them we
can reduce the threat to our state.”
The bill did nothing to increase opportunities to hunt wild
hogs.
Eric Sklar, a member of California Fish and Game Commission and a wine and pot grower often plagued by wild
hogs, said he applauded “Sen. Dodd’s tireless effort to get
SB856 through the Assembly.... If enacted, this bill will begin
to tackle the scourge of feral pigs.”
SB 856 is currently on Governor Newsom’s desk awaiting
a signature or veto.
Until the mid 1950s, wild pigs were unclassified under
state law and could be killed with no restrictions. In 1957, wild
pigs were designated a game mammal by the State Legislature.
The Fish and Game Commission soon established hunting
seasons, bag and possession limits, methods of take. In 1992,
hunters were required to possess pig tags while hunting wild
hogs.
DFW TAG AND HARVEST DATA

Wild hog numbers stable at best and
likely declining across most of state
The Department of Fish and Wildlife’s hog tag sales and
reported tag harvest since the 2000-01 season shows that wild
hog numbers have declined since the early 2000s and that
numbers have been relatively stable since about 2013.
Ironically, the DFW’s lowest reported tag sales year was
for the 2001-02 hunting season when just 33,762 tags were
sold, but the reported harvest that year was 7,770 wild pigs, the
highest since the DFW started publishing these hog-specific
reports in 2000.
Hog tags sales peaked in the 2013-014 season when the
DFW sold 61,447 tags. Tag sales from 2010 through the 2014
were the peak years for sales, but harvest during those years
varied from an all-time low of 2,562 to 3,844 pigs.
Since 2015, tag sales have hovered just above or just below
50,000 tags annually, and the harvest has been around 4,000
hogs each of the past six years.
The kill numbers would suggest the wild hog population
is at a new stable but significantly lower level than it was in
the early 2000s. In the first four years of the new century, hog
harvest hovered around 6,000 hogs each year. For the last decade, the hog harvest has been around 4,000 per season, with
three years below that number. Meanwhile tag sales, are on
average about 10,000 tags more per year now than they were
at the turn of the century.
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Of oaks, grizzly bears, and wild hogs
While listening to a talk radio show very early in the
morning as I drove up to a meeting with an old friend who
owns a large ranch covered with rolling oak grassland, I was
struck by the misunderstandings that are loose in the world.
In our complex modern times, many things receive a
misunderstood and distorted image. Perhaps none so badly as
the image of the wild pig in California. I have heard it roundly
condemned as a “non-native” rototiller damaging our environment and somehow causing a lack of regeneration of our
oak woodlands. The average person is repelled by the sight
of extensive areas of pig rooting. The general public sees it
along with the blackness after a fire as something “destroyed.”
Many landowners believe the rooting reduces the amount of
grass available for their range stock. Little is farther from the
truth.
The pristine environment of California’s oak grassland
in pre-Columbian times included many forces that no longer
exist. One of them is the influence that Native Americans
had on the acorn. For 10s of 1,000s of years, California’s
natives used acorns very extensively throughout the state.
Much of California’s tribal culture revolved heavily around
the gathering, preparing, trading and consumption of acorns.
Where Native Americans gathered acorns, great swathes of
the ground beneath the various types of oak trees in the state
was churned by the people digging and gathering many tons
of acorns. Today that influence has entirely disappeared.
Predating by thousands of years even the native Americans, the huge grizzly bear population of the state also had a
taste for acorns. They used them to help lay in a thick layer
of fat for their winter denning period. The grizzly dug extensively, going deeper under the trees than the people did.
In modern Alaska today, large populations of grizzlies dig
for ground squirrels, converting grassy meadows into areas
that look like freshly plowed and chiseled farm lands. The
soil-turning influence of the extinct California grizzly bear
has also entirely disappeared from California oak stands.
It was this soil disturbance that occurred under the oaks
since before the last two ices ages that was an integral part
of the evolution of oak trees in this state, as well as in other
parts of the continent. While bears ate a large number of the
dropped acorns, they also buried a large number that then
were not available to the remaining acorn users like deer,
woodpeckers, wild turkeys and tree squirrels. They allowed
annual germination from trees that only need to be replaced
once every 200 or so years.
It was the round up of the native Americans and the
extirpation of the grizzlies that allowed the sheep and cattle
from Father Sera to the modern rancher to harden the soil
under the trees to the point where an acorn falling off the tree
will bounce instead of sticking into the freshly turned earth
of a digging bear or Indian. While cattle don’t normally turn

Wild hogs feed extensively on all species of acorns throughout the state,
but they also provide an important role in assisting in oak regeneration by
turning soils, fertiziling, and pressing acorns into the ground for germination.

the soil looking for acorns, they will eat what they can find
on the surface, as will many other forms of wildlife, including
many varieties of birds.
A long-time rancher in the Central Coast explained to me
that the only place on his acreage where oak trees regularly
germinate is where the soil has been turned by herds of wild
hogs. He showed me where the young oak sprouts were coming up through the wallows on the edge of his stock ponds.
He fences and covers the seedlings with tubes while they are
small to protect them from cattle.
While I sneaked in the dark over a small grassy saddle
looking for a boar, my feet sank into the rootings that covered
many acres on the opposite slope. I had to smile at how the
“non-native” pigs were planting the very trees they were
accused of removing. I glassed carefully back and forth and
waited for better light. After 30 minutes I dropped the glasses,
and becoming somewhat discouraged, muttered under my
breath “Well, bummer.” A loud squeal came from a manzanita bush not 20 yards off to my left. There was enough light
coming through the scope to allow me to put him down at
about 175 yards when he finally turned broadside to me after
sprinting straight down the slope. He lay in a well cultivated
spot of rooting when I reached him. He had been filling an
ecological niche that oak tees have depended on from the
earliest time of the great bears and the California Indians. The
hog may not be a native, but he has filled an important niche
in support of the modern oak grassland forest.
— John Massie
[Editor’s Note: John Massie is a retired Department of Fish
and Wildlife biologist who was responsible for Southern
Califoria’s wild turkey relocations that have led to robust
populations of these popular gamebirds. He is also an avid
hunter and angler.]
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Learning how to field judge wild hogs
Failing light, broken cover, and moving hogs, can make
identifying the sex and trophy value of a hog in the field challenging. Since a wild pig of any age or sex is legal to take,
why is any determination necessary? Do you want to take
a sow with piglets? Is a big boar with broken tusks on your
list of must-shoot hogs? That is why target identification is a
necessary skill set to acquire.
Gender identification: At a distance, most wild pigs look
the same. Or do they? Look closer.
A mature boar will have an angular look, with larger
forequarters than hindquarters. He will also generally have an
erect ruff of hair that runs from the rear of the head, across the
top of the shoulders and part of the way down the back. His
snout will be long, and he’ll have a steep forehead. If you can
see any teeth, upper or lower, it’s probably a good boar. And
when the hogs are running away, it is easy to see the testicles
on big boars.
Sows have a more even, rounded shape, with the forequarters and hindquarters nearly equal in size. They have a shorter
snout and generally tusks are not prominent. Lactating sows
will have visibly engorged breasts with prominent nipples.
Other factors, such as accompanying piglets can make
identification easy. When they’re still suckling, young pigs
are never far from their mother. Even if much of a pig’s body
is obscured from view by tall cover, you can often see other
movement nearby. This is particularly true in grainfields and
tall grass where moving cover probably means piglets are
scurrying around momma.
Sows and their offspring travel in small herds (sounders).
Boars may accompany these groups, particularly if one of the
sows is in heat. Otherwise, boars tend to keep to themselves,
either in small bachelor groups or all alone.
Boars are notoriously aggressive. They seem to fight
amongst themselves over almost anything — access to sows,
favored foodstuffs, or for no reason at all. When a couple of
hogs are having at one another, it’s a good bet they’re boars.
Body mass: It really doesn’t do much good to say big hogs
look big (even if that’s a true statement). I say that because
there are many near-mature boars that look bigger than they
really are. An old bear guide, not a seasoned boar hunter, gave
me sage advice on judging size. That grizzled veteran put it
this way: “Big head is a small bear. Small head is a big bear!”
That piece of wisdom is just as valid on hogs as it was on bears.
When viewed from a distance, if the head is disproportionately
bigger than the rest of the pig, then the animal is immature.
Conversely, if the head appears much smaller than the body,
then you’re looking at a seriously big hog.
Big boars are well-muscled. This really shows in the
forequarters, and a powerful looking front end is a sure sign
of a mature animal.
There’s always a certain economy of movement in large
pigs. What do I mean? Juvenile and immature pigs tend to

The late Durwood Hollis with a young boar of about 150 pounds shot on a foggy
day that made judging sex and quality difficult until he was within easy rifle range.

bounce around a lot. Their movements are quick and angular.
Big boars have so much body mass they tend to lumber. Don’t
get me wrong. A mature boar can still dash across a field at 35
miles-an-hour, jump over a three-foot deadfall with room to
spare, and turn a corner on a dime. However, it takes a panic
mode to stimulate such action. Small pigs will perform such
feats on a whim.
Trophy value: Most guides consider a boar with twoinch lower tusks a trophy, and hope to get hogs that size for
clients, but any mature boar, regardless of tusk size will make
a great trophy mount if you are willing to let your taxidermist
use false choppers. Two-inch tusks, or longer, can generally
be seen with a pair of good binoculars. If you jump a pig at
close range, the upper tusk is the key. A big boar will have
considerable tusk length curling up from his upper lip, and
this is easily seen up close. At a distance, the lower tusk may
blend in with the upper tooth.
Other than tusk length, most trophy boar hunters look for
lots of hair and ragged ears. The more rugged a boar appears
the better. And the preferred hair color is jet black.
But trophy value is in the eye of the beholder. My longtime hog hunting/writer friends Jim Matthews and Bob Robb
both like funky-looking, 125-pound, all white or striped boars.
They call them world-record barbecue hogs.
— Durwood Hollis
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California Hog Hunter index of
wild hog hunting guides statewide
The following is a listing of guides and outfitters in California
running hog hunts on private land. It is here as a convenience for
California Hog Hunter readers. Hunters, guides, and outfitters are
encouraged to provide us with information on operations not listed
here so we can make this listing as complete as possible. The listing
is alphabetical by operation, guide, or ranch.
Adventures West Recreation, P.O. Box 2675, Paso Robles, CA
93446. Contact: Keith Hartman at 805-674-1623. E-mail: keith@
adventureswestrecreation.com. Website: www.adventureswestrecreation.com.
All Season Outfitters, 9670 Martin Lane, Prunedale, CA 93907.
Contact: Tony Phelps at 831-214-7073. E-mail: pighuntcalifornia@
gmail.com. Website: www.pig-hunt.com.
Alpha Wildlife Services, 8359 Elk Grove Florin Rd., Ste. 103338, Sacramento, CA. 95829. Contact: Raymond Perez at
916-737-8423. E-Mail: alphawildlifeservices@gmail.com. Website:
www.alphawildlifeservices.com.
B&B Outfitting and Guide Service, 1739 Cyrstal Ct., Los Banos,
CA 93635. Contact: Bill Marchese. Telephones: 209-827-6193 office;
209-704-1011 mobile. E-Mail address: winchesterandbnm@att.net.
Big Horn Canyon Ranch, Moreno Valley, CA. Booking: 1-951202-1722. E-mail: wagnerhunters@gmail.com. Website: bighorncanyonranch.com.
Bitterwater Outfitters, P.O. Box 51, San Miguel, CA 93451.
Contact: Clayton Grant at 805-610-4521. E-mail: hunt@bitterwateroutfitters.com. Websites: www.bitterwateroutfitters.com and the
California Hog Hunts website at californiahoghunt.com.
Bucks Boars and Birds Hunting. Contact: Todd Renz at 831750-5027. E-mail: todd@bucksboarsandbirds.com. Website: bucksboarsandbirds.com.
Camp Five Outfitters, 77502 Hog Canyon Rd., San Miguel, CA
93451. Contact: Dawson Work at 805-610-5864. E-mail: camp5outfitters@att.net. Website: www.camp5outfitters.com.
Central Coast Outfitters, P.O. Box 6896, Santa Maria, CA 93456.
Contact: Alfred Luis at 805-260-5991. E-mail: aluis@centralcoastoutfitters.com. Website: centralcoastoutfitters.com.
Dash Ranch. Contact: Dave Morrow at 530-941-2112. E-Mail:
dashranch@frontier.com. Website: www.northerncaliforniahunting.
com.
Frontera Hunting, P.O. Box 371, San Ardo, CA, 93450. Contact:
Clay Avila at 805-423-3679. E-Mail: clay@fronterahunting.com.
Website: fronterahunting.com.
Giant Sequoia Guide Service, Springville, CA. Contact: Neil
Ray at 559-359-6166. E-mail: giantsequoiags@gmail.com.
Hog Canyon Hunts, Paso Robles, CA. Contact: Tim Testerman:
805-550-3584. E-mail: hogcanyonhunts1@gmail.com. Website:
www.hogcanyonhunts.com.
Hogs Wild (South Fork Ranch), P.O. Box 355, Coalinga, CA
93210. Contact: Rifle guide, Jeremy Fairbanks at 559-707-9159. Archery guide, Larry Greve at 559-935-5788 or mobile 559-269-0564.
Website: hogswild.com.
Hoss Hog Guides & Outfitters, Willows, CA. Contact: Mike
Gardner at 916-606-4558. E-mail: hosshogadventures@yahoo.com.
Website: https: www.hosshoghunting.com.
Indian Rock Ranch, Glennville, CA. Contact: Ron Gayer. E-Mail:
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elkron98@gmail.com. Website: theguidesguidetohunting.com.
Kika Worldwide, Cholome, CA. Contact: Jake Franklin at 909702-0515. E-mail: info@kikaworldwide.com. Website: kikaworldwide.com.
Lockwood Hunting Services, P.O. Box 833 Ukiah, CA 95482.
Contact Tim Lockwood at 707-888-2859. E-mail: tim@lockwoodhuntingservices.com. Website: www.lockwoodhuntingservices.com.
Lost Valley Outfitters, 8545 Rocky Canyon RD Atascadero,
CA 93422. Contact: Casey Nick at 805-674-1010. E-Mail:hunts@
lostvalleyoutfitters.com. Website: lostvalleyoutfitters.com.
Nessen Schmidt Guide Service, 105 Oasis Rd., King City, CA
93930. Contact: Nessen Schmidt at 831-385-1335. Website: nessenschmidtguideservice.com.
Oakstone Outfitters, P.O. Box 171, Bradley, CA 93426. Contact: Chad Wiebe at 805-622-9485 or 805-622-9485. E-mail: info@
oakstoneoutfitters.com. Website: oakstoneoutfitters.com.
Jim Palm, Parkfield, CA. Contact: Jim Palm at 805-235-4080.
E-mail: cjpawn10@yahoo.com.
J.P. Guide Service, 22990 Eden Canyon Rd., Castro Valley, CA
94552. Contact: Josh Peixoto at 510-706-4653. E-mail: jpguideservice@yahoo.com. Website: www.jpguideservice.com
Pastori Guide Service, Eureka. Contact: Rick Pastori at 707-5997384 (cell). E-mail: pastori@humboldt1.com.
Raahauge’s Hog Hunting (Rankin Ranch), Corona, CA. Contacts:
Lincoln and Britta Raahauge at 951-334-1018. E-Mail: raahaugeshoghunting@gmail.com.
Rumpus Hunts, P.O. Box 26330, Fresno, CA 93729. Contact
phone: 559-707-3225. E-mail: rumpushunts@gmail.com.Website:
rumpushunts.com.
Red Bank Ale & Quail Outfitters, P.O. Box 8295, Red Bluff, CA
96080. Contact phone: 530-529-9435. E-mail: Hunting@RedBankOutfitters.com. Website: redbankhunting.com.
Roth Guided Hunts, P.O. Box 26, Lockwood, CA 93932. Contact:
Logan Roth at 831-682-5376 or Ed Roth at 831-320-7790. E-mail:
edrothhunt@gmail.com. Website: rothhunting.com.
Sacramento River Guide. Contact: Kirk Portocarrero at 800-6704449 or 530-515-5951. Website: www.sacriverguide.com.
SC2 Outdoors, 18825 Country Hills Dr., Cottonwood, CA
96022. Contacts: Shawn and Shelly Chitten at 530-999-8003. E-mail:
shawn@sc2outdoors.com. Website: https: www.sc2outdoors.com.
Shed Canyon Outfitters (formerly D.J. Peck’s Hunting and Guide
Service), Palo Robles, CA. Contact D.J. Peck at 805-835-8365.
Skyrose Ranch Hunting, 69430 Deer Valley Ranch Rd., San
Miguel, CA 93451. Contact: Jared Christensen at 805-434-8641. Email: jared@skyroseranch.com,
Tejon Ranch, P.O. Box 1000, Tejon Ranch, CA 93243. Contact
Mike Campo at 661-663-4210. E-mail: huntinfo@tejonranch.com.
Website: hunt.tejonranch.com.
Twisselman Ranch, 7645 Cattle Dr., Santa Margarita, CA. Contact Joel Twisselman at 805-459-0782. E-mail: jctwisselman@aol.
com. Website: www.twisselmanranch.com.
2M Hunting, Paso Robles, CA. Contact: Matt Murry at 831-6015228. Website: 2mhunting.com.
Western Wildlife Adventures, 236-A W. East Ave Ste No 349,
Chico, CA 95926. Contact Chris Hall: 530-894-1400. E-mail: chris@
wildlifeadv.com. Website: www.wildlifeadv.com.
Wild Pig Hunting Guide Service, Cloverdale, CA. Contacts:
Steven and Sage Taylor at 707-894-7794 or 707-321-0953. E-mail:
wildpighunting@comcast.net. Website: www.wildpighuntingguideservice.com.
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SC2 OOUTDOORS

Wild hog numbers continue to be
down in Shasta, Tehama counties

These four hunters all bagged boars weighing over 200 pounds while hunting
with Roth Guided Hunts earlier this year. The hunter with the rifle is Jeff
Sellers of Redding, and he bagged this trophy boar with his 6.5 Creedmoor. He
is flanked by Jeff Sellers Jr. (far left) and Cole Peterson, both from Thousand
Oaks, and Travis Hibbs (far right) from Redmond, Oregon.

ROTH GUIDED HUNTS

Hunting on over 100,000 acres, Roth
has more wild hogs than hunters
The father-son team of Ed and Logan Roth run a wild
hog hunting operation out of Lockwood on the Central Coast,
guiding on over 100,000 acres of private ground. Roth Guided
Hunts operates on over 10 ranches in the region and guides
hunters to 100 to 200 hogs per year.
“We’ve got a lot more pigs than hunters right now,” said
Ed Roth, noting that the hog population has rebounded in
recent years on the Central Coast where they hunt on ranches
between Hollister and San Miguel. Seeing 20 or more animals
a day is common.
“It’s been over five years since we’ve sent a hunter home
without a hog,” said Roth.
Hog hunts start are $1,000 with the fee for a trophy hog
with two-inch of bigger lower cutters jumping the price to
$1,700. These are for two-day hunts, but many hunters fill
out the first day.
They also have a lodge available for $150 per night per
hunter and meals for the duration of the hunt are also an additional $150 per day. There is a $200 deposit fee to hold a
date. Field care and a walk-in cooler are included in the price
of a hunt. Pig hunts are conducted year-around.
The Roth’s mostly hunt spot-and-stalk, but they have
dogs available for hunters who want to use dogs (or if they
are needed to find a wounded hog).
For more information or to book a hunt, contact Logan
Roth at 831-682-5376. E-mail either edrothhunt@gmail.com
or loganroth27@gmail.com. The website is rothhunting.com.

Shawn Chitten of SC2 Outdoors headquartered in Cottonwood said hog numbers are “the worst I’ve ever seen them”
on the ranches he hunts in Shasta and Tehama counties. He’s
been hunting the region for over 40 years.
Chitten said he has gone from doing 24 to 30 hog hunts
are year on four different ranches to doing just eight to 12
now, with most of those on a single ranch near Napa. He said
the decline has been steady for the past several years.
“We just don’t have a whole lot of places to hunt pigs rght
now. There’s been a huge reduction of hogs up here. There
were some days where we would see 100 to 125 pigs, and
almost always saw 20 to 50. Now, we’re lucky to see three to
12 pigs,” said Chitten.
Chitten said he hunts on ranches without any agriculture,
so the hogs have to make a living on the natural feed and
believes that predators have had an impact during the current drought. He still has had 100 percent success on the few
hunts he does book these days, all on nice boars. While he
was completely booked up for his January-June 2022 hunts,
he still had four spots open for 2023. Chitten said they also
hunt pronghorn, deer, elk, black bear, and turkeys.
For more information on SC2 Outdoors, contact Shawn
Chitten at 530-999-8003 or via e-mail at shawn@sc2outdoors.
com. The website is www.sc2outdoors.com.
GIANT SEQUOIA GUIDE SERVICE

Low-key operation guides from 40 to
60 hunters per year to wild hogs
Neil Ray has been a guide for 19 years in the Springville
area of the western Sierra Nevada between Bakersfield and
Fresno in Tulare County. With 90 percent of his business
conducted by word-of-mouth, Ray says, “I let my animals do
the talking for me.”
Hunting on over 100,000 acres of private ground in the
region, Ray said he typically harvests between 40 and 60 wild
hogs per year. Ray hunts both spot-and-stalk and with dogs,
depending on terrain and what hunters want.
Pricing for his hunts is $900 per person, with no extra
trophy fees. Room and board must be arranged by the hunter,
but all field dressing and skinning is provided in that price.
There is a $300 deposit to hold a hunting date. Hunter success
rates are nearly 100 percent.
For more information on Giant Sequoia Guide Service,
contact Neil Ray at 559-359-6166 or by e-mail at giantsequoiags@gmail.com. He also has an Instagram page with some
cool videos: www.instagram.com/giant_sequoia_guide_service/.
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Taming magnums with light hunting loads
I don’t like guns that have ferohe shot his first head of big game — a
cious recoil, but I like the performance
wild hog on the Tejon Ranch — with
that comes from rounds with a big belt.
that .338 Winchester. I did something
For a number of years, my favorite hog
for him that I wished I had done for
hunting gun was a Howa 1500 in .338
me when hunting big game: I loaded
Winchester.
a good hunting bullet at less-thanIt was not a fun gun to shoot with
magnum velocities. The 185-grain
factory loads.
slug I used for Kyle back then can be
For every shot I fire hunting, I
launched at well over 3,100 fps from
probably shoot 100 to 200 rounds in
a .338. Recoil is abrupt and pounding.
practice, varmint hunting, load develInstead of going for the highest veopment, and accuracy testing. Maybe
locity, I loaded it down to about .308
more. If there is anything more unWinchester velocities, pushing it at a
pleasant that shooting a .338 magnum
modest 2,600 fps.
or one of the big .300s from a benMy reasoning was that a lot of pigs
chrest, I’m not sure what it would be.
have been killed with 30 caliber bulIf I’m honest, I don’t enjoy shooting
lets weighing from 150 to 180 grains
my Uncle’s old .30-06 from the bench
being sent downrange at from 2,200 to
with full-power hunting loads. My
2,700 fps. I was pretty sure a 33 caliber
upper limit of obliviousness to recoil
slug weighing 185 grains would do
seems to be about a .270.
the job if Kyle punched it through the
Because of recoil, most of us
vitals. With the light load, the reducdon’t shoot our big guns as much as
tion in recoil in the modestly-heavy
we should — or as well. Speak with a Kyle Matthews with a young meat boar shot with a rifle wasn’t unpleasant at all, even for
dozen hog guides and all will tell you .338 Win. Howa Model 1500. Instead of a nosebleed- Kyle, and a single shot filled the freezer
similar horror stories about clients who inducing full-power load, he used a lighter handload. with pork. He scrunched up his face in
showed up with 300 magnums or other heavy-recoiling fire- puzzlement when I asked him if the recoil bothered him. What
arms they feared. Guides know they have their work cut out recoil? He didn’t even feel it.
for them when their hunters flinch horribly when squeezing
The reality is that if you are thinking and worrying about
the trigger while checking the sight-in point of their firearm the recoil in that moment when game is in the sights, the odds
in camp.
are good you will botch the shot.
How does that translate in the field? The guides all say
While the major ammunition makers have dabbled with
it translates into dismal field shooting ability. Many of these loading lighter loads for practice and lighter-recoil hunting
hunters can’t hit a broadside hog standing still at 100 yards over the years, the best option is to reload. I shoot cast bullets
from a good rest with their boomer rifles. Guides will tell you for range practice and breaking rocks in the desert with my
most hunters are not very good field shots, in general, and if oddball 9.3x62 and 9.3x57, with my .358, and even with my
they are afraid of the recoil, the problem is compounded.
.30-06 and .30-30. With the light loads, which are only going
It’s not rocket science: We don’t like getting belted around about 1,500 to 1,700 fps, the 30 calibers kick about like a .22
sighting in guns and practicing with them, so we don’t do it. rimfire. They allow me to get a lot of trigger time.
While I certainly don’t claim to be a great shooter, espeHeck, when I got a 6mm Creedmoor recently, I worked
cially in the field, I do shoot my hunting guns a lot and know up a good big game load first with Hornady 90-grain copper
how they function in the field and exactly where they hit out slugs, and then I took a box of 55-grain non-lead varmint
to 300 or 400 yards with my hunting loads.
bullets and loaded them with Trail Boss powder at rimfire
I shot that old .338 a lot with light handloads, using the velocities (2,100 fps) so I could have a quieter varmint hunting
gun (much to my hunting buddies’ amusement) on ground option on pig hunts. That is the other advantage of the light
squirrels and for plinking. But the cast-bullet loads I was to moderate loads: They don’t make as much noise.
shooting in those days (when lead was still legal for hunting in
Reloading is a about the only option for reduced recoil/
California), kicked about like my .243 Winchester and killed reduced noise hunting loads, but it’s a great way to tame the
grounds squirrels just fine. When it came time to hunt big ferocity of a lot of the popular rounds on the market today.
game with the heavier loads, I usually forgot about the recoil If it makes us better field shooters, the effort is worth it, and
in the excitement of the hunt and shot the gun pretty well.
there are a lot of guides who will appreciate the effort.
When my youngest son was still in his early teenage years,
— Jim Matthews

